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 Try to answer all the questions. 

 Mark your answers on Answer Sheet 3 [ΑΠΑΝΤΗΤΙΚΟ ΕΝΤΥΠΟ 3]. 

 Provide ONE answer for each item. 

 You have 30 minutes to complete this exam. 

ATTENTION 

PART A - CHOICE ITEMS  

 

ACTIVITY 1 

1.1 Read items 1a-2a.  Listen and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item. 

 

1a. The recording focuses on the ___________________ starting a fire. 

 A. punishment for B. risk of C. ways to avoid 

2a. This radio message is 

 A. a warning. B. a call for caution. C. an appeal. 

Listen again and check your answers. 

1.2 Read items 3a and 4a.  Listen and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item. 

3a. This recording is about 

 A. exotic holidays. B. volunteer work. C. educational programmes. 
 

4a. The purpose is to 

 A. sell something. B. raise money. C. encourage participation. 

Listen again and check your answers. 

ACTIVITY 2 

2.1 Read items 5a-7a. Listen and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item. 

 
 

 

 

 

Listen again and check your answers. 

2.2 Read items 8a-10a. Listen and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item. 

 
 

 

 

Listen again and check your answers.

5a. The speakers are discussing about a British family which 

 A. fought in Greece during the 
war. 

B. has a long connection 
with Greece. 

C. supported the Greek revolution in  
the 19

th
 century. 

6a. The Noel-Baker ancestor was 

 A. related to Lord Byron. B. a famous poet. C. a private investigator. 

7a. This ancestor 

 A. married a Greek woman. B. died in Evia. C. explored Greece. 

8a. The ancestor bought the estate from 

 A. the Greek government. B. the Turkish owner. C. other philhellenes. 

9a. The grandson of the original owner 

 A. became a prime minister of 
Britain. 

B. had two unusual 
achievements. 

C. won a medal in the first Olympic 
games. 

10a. Today the estate is 

 A. still owned by the Noel-
Bakers. 

B. supported by an English 
society. 

C. owned by the present Greek 
government. 
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ACTIVITY 3 

Read items 11a-14a. Listen ONCE and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item.  

11a.  The speaker is talking about the eye disease glaucoma because she 

 A. has personal experience with 
the disease. 

B. sees many sufferers through 

 her work. 

C. works with the World Health 
Organisation. 

12a.  The speaker describes how her mother 

 A. became depressed and  

isolated. 

B. struggled with simple everyday 
tasks. 

C. could not get the appropriate 
treatment.  

13a.  The emphasis of ‘Fight for Sight’ is on 

 A. helping people live with 
glaucoma. 

B. preventing glaucoma from  

ever happening. 

C. diagnosing glaucoma before it 
occurs. 

14a.  The purpose of this talk is to 

 A. raise funds. B. recruit researchers. C. raise awareness about glaucoma.  

ACTIVITY 4 

4.1 Read items 15a-17a. Listen ONCE and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item. 

 

4.2 Read items 18a-20a. Listen ONCE and choose the best answer (A, B, or C) for each item. 

 

 
  

15a. The interviewee, Vivian Walt, is 

 A. based in Tehran. B. familiar with Tehran. C. visiting Tehran for the first time. 

16a. Vivian Walt reports how Iran is 

 A. being transformed. B. struggling after elections. C. heading for trouble. 

17a. The reformists 

 A. want religion and politics 
to be separated. 

B. won with a huge majority of 
people who want change. 

C. were opposed by the 
president. 

 18a. According to Walt, the people of Iran want 

 A. more money. B. better job opportunities. C. to be like other countries. 

 19a. She reports that for young Iranians, the revolution of 37 years ago is 

 A. very motivating. B. not relevant. C. fresh in their minds. 

 20a. She reports that young Iranians _________________ social media. 

 A. are unable to access B. want to use C. manage to use 
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ACTIVITY 1 

Read items 1b-5b.  Listen and fill in the gaps (ONE word).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen again and check your answers. 

ACTIVITY 2 

Read items 6b-10b. Listen ONCE and fill in the gaps (ONE word). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ΜΕΤΑ ΤΗ ΛΗΞΗ ΤΟΥ ΗΧΗΤΙΚΟΥ ΜΗΝΥΜΑΤΟΣ ΔΙΝΟΝΤΑΙ ΠΕΝΤΕ (5) ΛΕΠΤΑ ΤΗΣ ΩΡΑΣ ΓΙΑ ΑΝΤΙΓΡΑΦΗ 
ΤΩΝ ΑΠΑΝΤΗΣΕΩΝ ΣΤΟ ΕΝΤΥΠΟ 3. 

ΤΕΛΟΣ ΜΗΝΥΜΑΤΟΣ 
 

 

 

 

 

1b. The speaker is an expert on different kinds of _____. 

2b. The interviewee, Kathryn Edin, has written a book about 
_____ in America. 

3b. The interviewee is a _____. 

4b. This speaker is a government advisor on _____. 

5b. The speakers are talking about someone who is a _____. 

6b. The speaker says that, after some time in India, she didn’t 
even _____ the beggars. 

7b. The woman looked very _____. 

8b. The speaker _____ the woman drink the tea. 

9b. The speaker felt very _____ to the woman. 

10b. The speaker could not _______________ the woman. 

PART B - SHORT ANSWERS 


